
Rifles Made

For Total Control

Each point of contact

is fully independently adjustable

for a PERFECT fit to the shooter

Price List
(at 4 August 2014)

Item UK Price
(inc. VAT)

Replacement .22" rifle stock and electric trigger
price includes fitting of customer's barrel & action
n.b. requires an 18 or 19 series (round) Anschutz action

£2,514.00

Complete Rifle (you will need a FAC slot)
.22" rifle stock and electric trigger fitted with
secondhand Anschutz action, and new Archer barrel

P.O.A.

.22" rifle stock and electric trigger fitted with
new Anschutz 19 series "selected barrel" and action

P.O.A.

note: right handed items are available "off the shelf". There is no price premium 
for left handed versions, but the manufacture/delivery varies between 4 weeks 
for the stock up to 3 months for a "selected barrel".

               

Optional Extras 
                 
Gunguard XLT double scoped rifle case  (48"x14"x4") P.O.A.

Foresight extension tube
These are made to suit individual barrels.
Maximum recommended length is 12".

P.O.A.

Telescopic sights mounting
Allows the scope to be mounted forward of the breech,
to ensure suitable eye relief.

P.O.A.

Forward cranked bolt handle
This modifies the customer's bolt, to make it easier to use.

£83.00

Ammunition Testing at Eley
A special clamp is at the test range, with flying lead to operate the trigger. 
With prior agreement the selected ammunition may be taken away.

P.O.A.

To Fit Traditional Rifles
        

Combined Handstop & Handrest £227.00
Buttplate £223.00

"One off items"
These can be manufactured as required, but will incur a price premium, 
e.g. stock to fit full-bore rifles.

Every effort is made to keep prices as low as possible, however if suppliers increase their prices then this will have to be 
reflected in the above prices.
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